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English
1. In the poem ‘The lake of Innisfree’ we find the poet W.B yeast
frustrated and bored with his routine work in the lity.. He discusses his
problem with you as you are his true friend. Give him two piece of
advice to overcome his frustration.
(Use expressions like ‘your should………..’,’you shouldn’t……..’,’you
ougest to…….’)
(Score2)
2. You Have studied the poem “As I grew older” by Langston thighs. Now
suggest an alternate little to the poem.
(score 1)
3. The blind man touched the finger mails of the daning girl. Though she
was afraid at first, the fear gave way to sympathy when she realized
that the man was blind. That night she makes a diary entry what night
she write.
(Score 5)
4. Imagine that Mr.Adams,the accused of the peck ham Murder case
escaped from the prison and was missing. The police gave an
advertisement in the newspaper describing the missing criminal.
Prepare a lookout notice.
(Score 5)
5. You have read the poem ‘on killing a tree’. Imagine you were a tree.
Write an auto biography to be published in your school magazine

(Hints : Birth- babyhood- interesting experiences-help man in many
ways-but men unkind and selfish etc.)
(Score 8)
6. Given below are a few adjective describing the traits of a person:
Attractive, homely, obese, talkative, stylish, illiterate
choose the adjective that would suit the character of Lachmi in
‘Karma’, and write a character sketch in about 100 words.
(score
8)
7. Imagine that you get a chance to interview Albert Schweitzer. Prepare
five questions and possible answers.
(Score 5)

8. Imagine that your are the secretary of the Nature club of your school.
You are asked to Deliver a short speech in the school assembly on “
Dangers of deforestation and sand mining” prepare the speech in
about 100 wards
(SCORE
8)
9.

Among the important characters of “ Pride and prejudice” whom do you
most? Write a note on justifying your choice.

like
(SCORE

8)
10. English is a Window to the World Comment on it (Hints: more opportunities
………………….
Universality…….global acceptance……….. like language………..
helps in higher studies……….)
(SCORE
6)
11. Write a review of the poem ‘The Road Not taken ‘ by Robert Frost.

(SCORE 8)

12.

You visited Mysore as per the following itinerary Now write a travelogue with the help
of it mentioning
your observation, feelings, Experience impressions etc in about 150
Words.
1 day:- 10.00 am Departure from school
II day:- 8.00 am Break fast
1.00 pm Lunch

9.00 am Mysore

place
9.00. pm Arrives Mysore.

11.00 am Museum
1.0pm Chamundi Hills
3.00pm Shopping
8.00pm Return.

13.

Write a Paragraph on the origin of Speech using the Flow chart below.
Theories about the origin of Speech

Gift of
God

Physical effort
and emotional
interjections

Gestures , followed
by
the
monement of origin
of Speech

To imitate the
Sound and
movements in
nature.

(SCORE
6)

14. When Charity Jones arrived on 14 February, Joe wanted her to operate him. But she
doesn’t know how to operate a computer. How will you give her proper instructions on how
to operate Joe ?
(Hints: First switch on CPU – Then the Computer Screen
Processing - Enter Icons – Click required ones)
(SCORE
2)
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